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Abstract
There are some various source (i.e.-plants, animals, minerals, nosodes, sarcodes, imponderabilia and tautotherapy drugs) from where the homoeopathic drug obtained. It is considered that imponderable remedies which are a small group, manufactured from a dynamically, immaterial energetic source. X-ray, Radium bromatum (Radium bromide), Sol (Sunlight), Electricitas (Electricity) and Luna (Moonlight), Magnetis poli ambo (Magnet) are most well-known. These sources don’t have mass. Imponderabilia medicine are most powerful and deep acting. They are well present in Allen’s Materia Medica of nosodes and Materia medica Pura. Thought these remedies are well proved they are rarely used by homoeopathic professionals and are poorly represented in our repertories. As these drugs were proved long ago there is a need of reproving and clinically verification and there is a need of setting standards regarding their preparation.
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Introduction
The word imponderabilia has come from imponderable, that means having no weight. It also denotes the substances which have no perceptible weight. How a medicine can be prepared from the substance, which has no perceptible weight is a miracle of science of homoeopathy [1]. Imponderabilia are immaterial ‘dynamic’ energies that are utilized as potentized homoeopathic medicine. [Ponder, signifies contemplating, examining, investigating][3]. Medicine prepare from energies available from natural and physical reactions are called Imponderabilia [3]. Dynamic, powerful, physical energies have been known to influence various living and nonliving forms and processes on the earth. These energies have been tapped into potential homeopathic medicines for the cure of the sick. The energy utilized may be natural or it may be artificial generals [3].

Example
1. Natural Source
   a. Normal magnet - Magnetis poli ambo
   b. South pole of magnet - Magnetis polus australis
   c. North pole of magnet - Magnetis polus articus

2. Artificial Source
   a. Electricitas - Electricity, atmospheric or static.
   b. Radium - Radium bromide
   c. X-ray - X-ray
   d. Sol - Sun’s ray
   e. Magnetis artificialis [3].

The rule for collecting and of preparation of medicine is given in pharmacopoeia
- In case of ‘Luna’, ‘full-moon’ suggested to be considered.
- For X-ray purpose the respective chemical testing laboratory may be contacted.
- The respective magnet can be having from some physical laboratory.
- Potentization of imponderabilia should be done very carefully [3].

Hahnemann discussed the dynamic power of magnets, electricity and galvanism under aphorism 286 and 287 of organon of medicine 6th edition
- 286 The dynamic force of minerals magnets, electricity and galvanism act no less powerfully upon our life principle and they are not less homoeopathic then the properly so-called medicines which neutralize disease by taking them though the mouth, or by
rubbing them on the skin, or by olfaction. They there by enable the cure of disease, especially those of sensibility and irritability of abnormal feeling and involuntary muscle movement. However, the sure manner of employing electricity and galvanism (as well as the use of the so called electro-magnetic machine) still lies too much in the dark to make homoeopathic use of them. So far, both electricity and galvanism have use only for palpitation doing great damage to patients. Up until now, their positive pure actions on the healthy human body have been but little proven.

- 287 The powers of magnet for healing purposes can be employed can be employed with more certainty according to the positive effects detailed in the Materia Medica Pura under north and south pole of a powerful magnetic bar. Thought both poles are alike powerful, they never the less oppose each other in the manner of their respective action.

Doses may be moderated the amount of time one or the other pole is applied (according to whether more of the symptoms of the north or the south pole are indicated). A plate of polished zinc can be used as an antidote for an all-too-violent action.

Hahnemann says that ‘even imponderabilia agencies, can produce the most violent medicinal effects upon man’ under aphorism 280 footnote 5th edition of organon.

Samuel Hahnemann was the first genius of his age time, who discovered the mysterious healing power, hidden in imponderables. The proving of magnetic energy in the form of Magnetis poli ambo (i.e. Magnet) and each pole separately is the external light of glory of this great man. Presently we have following imponderabilia medicines.

Imponderabilia Drugs

Luna
Source: The moon rays.

History: Goullen contributed to the Rev.Hom. Belge, January, 1847, a notable article on “The influence of the moon on the human organism” in which he mentioned, among other interesting facts, that sleep walking is a lunar effect, that worm disorders are most troublesome at the full moon, and that goiter changes more or less with the moon.

Preparation: Trituration of sugar of milk after exposure of the influence of the both pole of the magnet. Dilution of distilled water similarly exposed. Trituration of sugar of milk after exposure of whole magnet (horseshoe shaped capable of lifting 5.5kg of weight or iron). exposure time one hour. Trituration time one hour.

Radium Bromatum
Source: Radium bromide

History: Pure radium is a white metal which “oxidizes in water, burn paper, turn black on exposure to air and has the property of adhering firmly to iron”. Its atomic weight is 225. The discovery of radium and its property in 1898 by Pierre and Marie Curie set man person thinking and among them, naturally, those who are engaged in the healing of sick. Curie himself made the first “proving”. He put a tiny bit of radium salt in an India rubber capsule and fastened it to his arm, leaving it there for ten hours. When he took it off the skin was red, the place turned in to a wound, which took four months to heal, leaving a white scar the size of a shilling surrounded by discolored, puckered skin. On another occasion he left it for half an hour. A wound appeared at the end of a fortnight and took another fortnight.
to heal. On a third occasion, it was left for eight minutes only, two months later the skin became red and a bit sore, but it soon passed off [8].

**Preparation:** Trituration 3x, drug strength 1/1000. Radium bromide 1gm. Saccharum lactis 999gm to take 1kilogram of trituration [9].

### 5. Sol

**Source:** Sun light

**History:** Dr. Finsen, of Copenhagen, revived and confirmed much of ancient light-therapy. O.V. Thayer published, in 1893, a series of cases in which he had used concentrated rays of sunlight (solar cautery) including cases of skin cancer, rodent ulcer, parasitic disease, moles, small wens, and birthmarks. Potentized sunlight has been used for sun dermatitis, heat stock, cancer, and radiation. H.T. Webster gave details of a case of epithelioma in which the growth was removed by solar cautery and a scarcely perceptible scar left. Sunlight has cured skin cancers and lupus in the hands of Finsen [9].

**Preparation:** Saccharum lactis is exposed to concentration sun’s rays and stirred with a glass rod till saturated. Potencies made by fincke [10].

**X-Ray**

**Source:** X-ray

**History:** The proving on x-ray was conducted by fincke in 1897, on ten provers, using 6x. This was repeated by W.B Griggs on two male and one female prover and published in the Homoeopathic recorder in 1952 using the 30c,200c potencies. X-ray have the property of stimulating cellular metabolism [5].

**Preparation:** A glass flask containing one liter of alcohol is exposed to x-rays (1000 rods). The basic substance is then diluted (1/100) with strong alcohol which is equivalent to 2x. One kilogram of lactose is exposed to x-ray (1000 rods). The basic substance is then triturated (1/100) with lactose which is equivalent to 2x [11].

### Area research in field of imponderables

The imponderabilia medicine are the most potent and deep acting substance. Which are highly useful in the hands of any homoeopath? But, in spite of the development and advancement of medical science, we still have only a very few numbers of imponderabilia medicine this is not a satisfying condition. These are directed energy medicines, which have a lot of potential to serve the cause of homoeopathy. From the research points view following points may be taken care of:

- The drug stock of imponderabilia, certainly must be extended with the increase on knowledge of physical and chemical science, the possibility of locating new source of imponderabilia have increased.
- Imponderabilia must be studied and analyzed on some other potency scale. The working style of these medicines of LM potency scale may give some more astonishing result.
- Reproving of imponderabilia may give some more astonishing result, this will enrich our Materia medica, reproving and examination must be done.
- The site, where there is a possibility of dispersed radiations and organ, imponderabilia must be tried for further better results.
- Various genetic disease like RA, some blood disease and specific anemias may be helped a lot of the full potential of imponderabilia is utilized and research in needed in this field.
- Various deep-seated disease, which are not responded by simple homoeopathic medicines can be treated by imponderabilia [1].

**Conclusion**

Imponderabilia though they are a small group of drugs, are most powerful and deep acting. As we are living world where there is lot of radiation from different source there is a scope of research and proving of new imponderabilia a drug and their incorporation into our Materia medica will enrich it reproving must be done of existing imponderabilia.
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